Name:______________________________
Internet Safety
Today we reviewed some strategies for internet safety. Please review these concepts with your child.
Remember, you are your child’s best defense and offense with Internet safety!

Is like

The internet is like a city. There are good things in
a city and bad things. A city and the internet are
places you only visit with a grown-up.

STRANGER

Is
the
same
as

DANGER

Is
the
same
as
A chat pop-up is the same as your front door.
You do not let strangers in the front door.
Don’t answer a pop-up.

What happens if someone asks you to chat online?
1. DO NOT ANSWER THEM – DON’T OPEN THE FRONT DOOR!!!
2. Step away from the computer.
3. Get a trusted adult.
NETS Standard 5. Digital Citizenship - Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to technology and practice legal and ethical behavior. A.
Advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of information and technology B. Exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that supports
collaboration, learning, and productivity C. Demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning D. Exhibit leadership for digital citizenship
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YAPPY is PRIVATE – No yapping!
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our name or age
ddress
hone number
asswords
our plans

Internet Safety Rules
1 Always ask a trusted adult before
going on the Internet.
2 Always ask a trusted adult before
typing anything on the Internet.
3 Never share your YAPPY.
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